Discussion questions for Keepsake

1) Before reading Keepsake, what did you know about hoarding and the mental and emotional
issues behind it? Do you know someone who hoards?
2) Have you watched documentary TV about people who hoard? Do you find these shows to be
educational, and do you believe they genuinely help the subjects of the programs? What about
the viewers at home? Do you think Trish would have recognized herself if she’d watched a show
about hoarding?
3) Talk about Trish and Mary. Do you relate to either of the sisters, or both? If so, how?
4) What is your relationship with your own “stuff?” Are you like Trish, in that you might keep
things you never use or buy unnecessary things in order to make yourself feel better? Or are you
like Mary, in that clutter jangles your nerves and dirt upsets you?
5) Why do you think the sisters responded so differently to their upbringing by a hoarder parent?
Why do you think Mary left to live with their father, while Trish stayed with their mother
through the end of her adolescence?
6) In what ways is hoarding similar to a substance addiction?
7) Do you think Frances had a genuine choice in whether to keep her baby, or did the culture she
lived in force her hand?
8) How different would their lives have been if Frances had kept her baby? Would Frances still
have hoarded? Would Mary and Trish even have existed, or would keeping the baby have altered
Frances’s life so much that she never would have married the man she did?
9) Both Trish and her mother had husbands leave them because of their hoarding. Do you
understand why they left? Could they have done anything to prevent what eventually happened
to their wives?
10) In what ways is Mary’s obsession with neatness connected to her discomfort with emotional
closeness?
11) Mary’s relationship with Seth started out as friendship. Have you ever had a friend for whom
you’ve grown to have romantic feelings? Do you think that romantic relationships are best begun
through friendship, or do you believe in love at first sight?
12) Discuss Seth and Mary’s relationship. Why did Seth not initially think of Mary in a romantic
way? Do you believe Mary can break down her emotional walls long enough to connect with
Seth?

13) What do you think the future holds for Ron and Trish?
14) Will Trish ever let go of the crib? Do you believe it’s harmful that she kept it? Have you
hung onto something for reasons that you can’t fully explain?
15) After reading Keepsake, do you have a deeper understanding about what makes someone
hoard?

